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There are many forms of witchcraft. In some cases, it involves conjuring up
demons from hell and dispatching them to churches or individuals to cause envy,
strife, and confusion. Spirits of delusion (which will cause a false belief or opinion,
meant to mislead; deceive or trick) are a strong tool used in witchcraft. I've found
in my fifteen years of ministry, that a spirit of delusion can destroy a marriage.
For example, it will cause suspicion and false accusations to be made by one
spouse against the other. In the church, divisions between Pastors and members
can result when this spirit is loosed to attack the pastor. Many pastors have been
hurt, deceived, misused and had their churches split as a result. God gave me
the assignment to write this book to enlighten the Church on the operation of
witchcraft, so the body of Christ would not have to suffer these attacks any
longer. We have the power through Christ Jesus to destroy these works and to
stop them. If one can put a thousand to flight, and two can put ten thousand to
flight, just think what the whole body of Christ can do.
Bringing much needed light to the topic of spiritual warfare, this comprehensive
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guide names specific demons, spirits, strongholds, and manifestations, and it
provides biblical teaching, tactics, and strategies for defeating them so readers
can see their lives return to the place that God designed.
More than any time in our generation, the powers of witchcraft are at work in our
lives, families, societies, etc. Their operations affect our business, finances,
economy, children and all spheres of life. How to deal with it is the subject matter
of this book.
Rev. James A. Solomon is the President of Jesus People's Revival Ministries
Inc., as well as the General Overseer and Senior Pastor of Jesus Family Chapel,
with 28 branches in Nigeria, the United Kingdom and several other countries. The
international headquarters for both ministries is based in Atlanta, Georgia, in the
United States of America. Rev. Solomon is a man who is truly gifted with an
extraordinary anointing on the subject of Spiritual Warfare, Healing and
Deliverance. In his efforts to serve the body of Christ beyond his own ministries,
he also serves as director for the West African Regional Directorate of the
International Accelerated Missions (I.A.M.), a network of missionary churches
based in New York. Rev. Solomon started from very humble beginnings in his
native country of Nigeria, West Africa, way back in the 1980s. With his team of
ministers and due to popular demand, he has taken the revelation of Spiritual
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Warfare and Deliverance to massive venues such as the stadium domes in the
major cities of Nigeria. He has also conducted a series of conferences, and
organizes quarterly Deliverance Night Services in the United Kingdom, Europe,
Canada, Japan and all over the United States. Many have received freedom from
satanic bondage and oppression at these quarterly deliverance services. He is in
high demand as a guest minister in many crusades and conferences. He
currently resides in Atlanta, Georgia with his family. He is married to Rev. Mrs.
Florence A. James and they are blessed with 4 children
You are a Spirit, Soul, Body God is a Spirit, Satan is a Spirit.This book will
provide you with additional understanding and knowledge on how to operate on
all realms and why you must understand spirit problems, transference of spirits,
discerning spirits and that behind every curse or sin is a demon, evil, unclean or
familiar spirit and possibly spiritual witchcraft.Knowing this information and the
simple spiritual truth today in order to be empowered and victorious within your
spiritual life here on earth toda
Are you in need of the fire of God? Do you want your deliverance? Why
deliverance has to be by fire and by force? Do you understand how the Holy
Ghost Fire operates in deliverance? There is power in knowledge and the devil
knows this, that’s why he keeps many Christians ignorant. Hence it’s going to
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be beneficial for you to study this volume and familiarize yourself with your
authority as the child of God, the place where the devil is right now in terms of
authority and rights over your life, the role of fire in deliverance and the power of
Spirit filled persistent prayers. May the Lord kindle the fire of His Spirit in your life.
Believers have received a new life and have been lifted out of the graveyard of
sin and sorrow, yet many are unable to fulfill their destinies. Lazarus too was
raised from the dead, but could not move properly until Jesus said, "Loose him
and let him go." Although many believers are alive, they are still struggling under
one form of bondage or the other. This book teaches us how to get our complete
deliverance and walk in total freedom.
What are good-intentioned, God-loving Christians, church leaders and pastors
overlooking? The message that many Christians are missing today is that selfdiscipline alone is not enough to stop Satan from his onslaught against the
Church. In "Deliverance: Rescuing God's People," authors Cyndi Gribble and Pat
Legako provide a ground breaking, scripture-supported teaching on what the
Bible says about Satan, step-by-step instructions on how to cast out demons and
how to establish and operate the ministry in your local church.
100 Biblical Reasons Why Christians Need Deliverance. Is best described as a
book of deliverance insights and truths. That will bring awareness and
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consciousness to many Christians lives. Of the importance and need of
deliverance from their background and foundational history. Revealing more in
depth, and broader and vast research of expanded revelation and knowledge of
demonic legalities, curses, generational sins, bloodline iniquities, ancestral altars,
familiar spirits, and evil sin patterns that follows our lives. Causing our lives to
repeat the same iniquities and tragedies of our ancestors in our family tree. I
believe this book will help many people with answers and discoveries with
unknown problems and mysteries. That has been veiled and hidden from their
knowledge of knowing of satanic dark powers that has been obstructing and
hindering their deliverance and freedom from coming forward. May this book
change and transform a person’s life through knowledge. That read and receive
the revelation and knowledge from this book. Deliverance is the children’s bread.
(Mark 7 : 28) (John 6 : 35)
In the hundreds of confessions relating to witchcraft and sorcery trials from early
modern Britain we frequently find detailed descriptions of intimate working
relationships between popular magical practitioners and familiar spirits of either
human or animal form. Until recently historians often dismissed these
descriptions as elaborate fictions created by judicial interrogators eager to find
evidence of stereotypical pacts with the Devil. Although this paradigm is now
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routinely questioned, and most historians acknowledge that there was a folkloric
component to familiar lore in the period, these beliefs and the experiences
reportedly associated with them, remain substantially unexamined. Cunning-Folk
and Familiar Spirits examines the folkloric roots of familiar lore from historical,
anthropological and comparative religious perspectives. It argues that beliefs
about witches familiars were rooted in beliefs surrounding the use of fairy
familiars by beneficent magical practitioners or
Books on special areas of spiritual warfare and deliverance are rare. Much more
scarce are books on witchcraft operations. The fact that many people go through
witchcraft has made books on the subject of witchcraft to be high in demand. This
uncommon book offers, in one breath, deliverance prayers, secrets of power over
witchcraft, help for those who are going through witchcraft attacks and principles
of staying free from attacks from the quarters of witchcraft practitioners. It is a
must read for those who seek complete victory over witchcraft.
A study of spiritual warfare and the way to deliverance through Jesus Christ.An
explanation of Dissociative Identity Disorder from a Christian Perspective and the
road to healing through Jesus.The story of one womans battle with demons, the
dissociation caused and her recovery through freedom in Jesus Christ.
Three categories of people miss out greatly on the immense benefits of the
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deliverance ministry - those who are ignorant of the deliverance ministry and its
purposes, those who do not believe in deliverance, and those who do not know
how to obtain genuine and complete deliverance.This book is written for all three
categories so they can find help and be free. It unravels the mysteries
surrounding deliverance, makes it clearer and easier to understandPractical,
instructive and life-changing, Forty Rules for Effective Deliverance is one of the
greatest deliverance manuals ever written. It will keep you from becoming and
remaining a permanent deliverance candidate.
After Judith Garcia experienced deliverance at a young age, everything in her life
felt different. It was the beginning of an enormous change that would set her
down a path she never could have imagined. Garcia, a seasoned ordained
pastor, shares spiritual wisdom she has learned through her own walk with God
as well as over thirty years of deliverance ministry in order to show others how
the love of Jesus Christ can transform them into powerful soldiers of God able to
free others from the chains of occult and witchcraft. Through applicable scripture
and personal stories, Garcia teaches spiritual seekers how to: stop ignoring the
darkness; break generational and spoken curses; heal the broken hearted; end
soul ties; recognize signs of the demonic; and use spiritual warfare for protection.
In this spiritual guidebook, an experienced pastor guides fellow believers to
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recognize the signs of the enemy in our daily lives and rely on help from Jesus
Christ to battle demonic forces.
This book is an expos from Gods record in the Bible of what is happening in the
spiritual realm that is causing families and nations to be torn apart. God states
that he is against manipulation and oppression and calls it witchcraft. The book
awakens ones awareness of the contrasts of darkness versus light. It addresses
modern-day family dynamics and outlines my personal journey as a victim of
manipulation and how I was able to overcome it when I accepted Jesus Christ,
the light of the world, as my personal Savior. My Heavenly Father warned me
through a series of dreams and visions about the devils plans to destroy my life
and taught me through his precious Holy Spirit how to overcome it. This is my
opportunity to expose the plans that the devil has for families nationwide and
worldwide, thereby giving those who have lost their way an opportunity to receive
healing, deliverance, and restoration.
You Can Break Evil Altars By The Power And Authority In God's Word And
Prayers Are you always tormented, always harassed, always oppressed, by and
evil forces, monitoring spirits, familiar spirits, witchcraft spirits or satanic altar?
The book in your hands is the simple solution you need. I want you to dry up your
tears and stop weeping because we are about to dismantle, crush and destroy
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the evil manipulators troubling you and yours from your ancestral foundation and
the hidden places unknown to you and yours. Maybe you have been wondering
why things goes the way it is with your life, or why things are not working
perfectly with you, or why everything goes in disarray. Well that is the work of the
devil and evil monitoring spirits/spice, and you must not give them a seat or
space in your life and destiny. In this book I will discussed with you why you must
not allow her treat to mean anything to you, and why you must not give that satan
a chance in your table for any reason. In this book, you will learn strategies and
prayers for: Dealing with monitoring spirit and evil spices How to deal and
dismantle familiar spirits and their co-hosts Powerful prayers to deal with
witchcraft attacks How to overthrow evil altars and conquer faulty foundations
How to dismantle evil altars, kingdoms and ancestral foundations How to
command complete deliverance from the operations of evil altars and ancestral
kingdom through God's word. Click the buy button up there and buy now with a
click.
A comprehensive exploration of familiars and their many forms and powers • Explores
witch’s familiars in folklore, shamanic, and magical traditions around the world,
including Africa, India, Scandinavia, ancient Greece, and China • Explains how
familiars are related to shamanic power animals and how the witch draws on her
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personal sexual energy to give this creature its power • Examines the familiar in
alchemical, Hermetic, and Egyptian magical literature, including instructions for
procuring a supernatural assistant Exploring the history and creation of a “witch’s
familiar,” also known as a spirit double or guardian spirit, Maja D’Aoust shows how
there is much more to these supernatural servant spirits and guardians than meets the
eye. She reveals how witches are not the only ones to lay claim to this magician’s
“assistant” and examines how the many forms of witch’s familiars are well known in
folklore throughout Europe and America as well as in shamanic and magical traditions
around the world, including Africa, India, and China. The author explains how familiars
are connected with shapeshifting and how the classic familiars of medieval witchcraft
tradition are related to the power animals and allies of shamanic practices worldwide,
including animal guardian spirits of Native American traditions and the daimons of the
ancient Greeks and Romans. She examines the fetch spirit, also known as the fylgia in
Scandinavian tradition, and how the witch or sorcerer draws on their personal sexual
energy to give this creature its power to magnetize and attract what it was sent to
retrieve. She looks at incubus, succubus, doubles, doppelgangers, and soul mates,
showing how familiars can also adopt human forms and sometimes form romantic or
erotic attachments with the witch or shaman. Reviewing alchemical, Hermetic, and
Egyptian magical literature, including the nearly forgotten alchemical works of Anna
Kingsford, D’Aoust explores their instructions for procuring the attention of a
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supernatural assistant as well as an extensive description of the alchemical wedding
and how this ritual joins the magician and familiar spirit into a single unified
consciousness. Exploring fairy familiars, she reveals how a practitioner can establish a
“marriage” with a totemic plant or tree spirit, who, in return, would offer teachings about
its medicinal and visionary powers. Delving deeply into the intimate relations of
humanity with the spirit world, D’Aoust shows how forming connections with living
forces other than human enables us to move beyond the ego, expand our magical
abilities, as well as evolve our conscious awareness.
Familiar spirits are notorious and dangerous spirits that operate from the fall of adam to
date. They manifest from one generation to another. They also operate from the family
bloodline. They are called familiar spirits because of familiarity with men, they eat,
drink, sleep, work, and monitor your day and night. They are satanic spies, informants,
and broadcasters. Familiar spirits are superior to witchcraft spirits .cunning, deadly, and
stubborn. They can simply be described as spirits from generation to generation, from
bloodline or spirits in a family line. Familiar spirits are so terrible that if not taken care of
it will continue to torment their victims from one generation to another1. If you belong to
one or more of the following, then, you need to be delivered from familiar spirit. Signs
that you are oppressed by familiar spirits Ignorance about your spiritual status with the
lord can be a sign that you are attached to a familiar spirit. It is very important to know
that if you are afflicted with familiar spirits. Another sign is when you experience
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financial failures regularly. similar to this is to experience financial blessings and later
on find it difficult to make ends meet. When you experience a broken relationship often
is a sign of familiar spirit at work Failure at the edge of the miracle of job, marriage,
business, deliverance, healing, and success is a sign of familiar spirit operation in your
life. The frequent attack in your dream and the middle of the night can be linked to this
spirit. When you need divine intervention against battles of life that want to swallow you
through spiritual warfare. Regular depression after the loss of your loved one can be as
a result of familiar spirit oppression. Constant financial failure despite managing your
resources well can be attributed to activities of this spirit. When you experience
continual sickness, disease, or infirmity that drain your finance regularly check it out
familiar spirit is in operation. Do you experience any or all of the above signs, then you
are under the influence of a familiar spirit. The question now is how do you checkmate
familiar spirit completely out from your life?
'Deliverance from Witchcraft & Familiar Spirits' is an invaluable guide to witchcraft in all
its forms, and what can be done to combat this very real evil. It is written by Reverend
Anthony Kwadwo Boakye, of the Resurrection Power New Generation Church in Accra,
Ghana, and his expertise on the subject means that this book is vital for anyone who
wants to know more about witchcraft, or who has been unfortunate enough to have
personal experience of it themselves. The book gives a clear outline of what witchcraft
is, as well as how it can enter homes and ruin lives. It includes testimonies of people
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who the author has met and who have experienced the horrors of witchcraft, including
some who were under its dark influence and lived to tell their stories. The book gives
practical examples of the symptoms of witchcraft, and the treatments which can be
used to combat it, but is underpinned by strong Christian messages of morality and
faith. 'Deliverance from Witchcraft & Familiar Spirits' is a must-read for any Christian,
and for anyone who is interested in the Deliverance ministry or in the pain and suffering
caused around the world by witchcraft in all its forms.
Partner with angelic activity and release God’s breakthrough answers through prayer!
Rebecca Greenwood believes that the key to effective warfare prayer is discerning
what spiritual forces are at work around you. When you can sense the movement of
God’s Spirit and identify the enemy’s tactics, you can pray with power, warring from a
position of victory! Prayer leader, prophetic intercessor, and spiritual warfare strategist,
Rebecca Greenwood offers this powerful resource for seeing in the spirit realm and
victorious warfare prayer. Learn to… recognize demonic forces at work in the
atmosphere–and shut them down. discern spiritual activity in territories and
geographies–and be an informed intercessor. grow in your ability to discern what is
happening spiritually – without having a critical spirit. recognize cues from the natural
world–to enhance your spiritual discernment. When we can discern what is happening
in the spirit realm, we can shut down the enemy’s agendas and enforce God’s
Kingdom purposes in our world! Your handbook to discerning the invisible realm of
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angels, demons, and the move of God’s Spirit.
Many Christians have chosen to turn a deaf ear and blind eye to the subject of spiritual
warfare, deliverance, and demons. It is important to equip yourself with the proper
ammunition in order to stand against Satan and those who follow him. We must realize
that Satan doesn't just hide behind every bush and under every rock. Sometimes he
finds a resting place within our churches. He may sing a pretty lullaby to the church and
prevent Christians from hearing the true Word of God. Demons have been at this game
for a long time and unfortunately they know more scripture than most Christians. We
must put on the full armor of God and realize this is war - not against flesh and blood,
but against the rulers of darkness in high places (Eph. 6:12). Jesus Christ is where our
power comes from. He did not leave us powerless to overcome, but has endowed us
with power to stand against Satan in such a time as this. If you were heading out to
battle would you go unprepared - without weapons, without armor, without a leader,
without an army? Within the pages of this book you will find the help needed to
overcome these obstacles in your life. You will learn, among other things, how to break
away from generational curses and most importantly, how to live a victorious life in
Jesus Christ our Lord and to prepare yourself.
"You can use Familiars as guardians during dream or astral work or to protect your
home and property. This work shows how to obtain a familiar and work with one, and it
also provides cautions and remedies for any problems that may occur in this magical
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partnership."-THE FAMILIARS A NOVEL “A beautiful tale of women, witchcraft and the fight against
power.” —Jessie Burton, New York Times bestselling author of The Miniaturis “The
Familiars is a must-read novel.” --Heather Morris, bestselling author of The Tattooist of
Auschwitz IN 1612 IN LANCASTER, ENGLAND, THE HUNT FOR WITCHES IS
RAMPANT… BUT IN A TIME OF SUSPICION AND ACCUSATION, TO BE A WOMAN
IS THE GREATEST RISK OF ALL 1612 Pendle Hill Young Fleetwood Shuttleworth is
with child again. As the mistress of Gawthorpe Hall, she is anxious to provide her
husband with an heir. But none of her previous pregnancies have come to term. Then
she discovers a hidden letter from her physician that warns her husband that she will
not survive another pregnancy. Distraught over the frightening revelation, Fleetwood
wanders the woods of Pendle Hill, where she meets a young local woman named Alice
Gray. A midwife, Alice promises Fleetwood she can help her deliver a healthy baby. But
soon Alice is drawn into the frenzied accusations of witchcraft sweeping the
countryside. Even the woodland creatures, the “familiars,” are suspected of practicing
the dark arts. Can Fleetwood trust that Alice is really who she says she is? As the two
women’s lives become intertwined, Fleetwood must risk everything to prove Alice’s
innocence in order to save her own unborn child. The hunt for witches reaches fever
pitch. Time is running out. The trials are about to begin. Both their lives are at stake.
Only they know the truth. Only they can save each other. Set against the Pendle Witch
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Trials of 1612, this rich and compelling novel draws its characters from historical figures
as it explores the lives and rights of seventeenth-century women, ultimately raising the
question: Is witch-hunting really just women-hunting?
Have you ever wondered why you keep going through the same problem day after day,
sometimes every month or year? You see yourself, losing something, or struggle in a
certain area in your life at the same time of year or even month. I have just been
counselling a couple who every month-end when both of them are paid, they have
serious fights that have nothing to do with money and sometimes the husband will
leave the house to stay by her mother’s house a few days. I can tell you story after
story of people with this kind of challenge. Do you experience a cycle of going up and
then going down? Today you are well only to fall back the next day. Your life seems to
have a pattern of sin, failure and blockage. Is that you? Then there is a possibility that
you have a monitoring spirit watching your movements to make sure that you never
progress in life. Right when you about to get your breakthrough it is snatched before
your eyes! It is time for your breakthrough...
Get an upper hand over the power of the Enemy! Deliverance. Casting out demons. These are
often controversial subjects among Christ-followers, when in fact, they were regular parts of
Jesus’ earthly ministry. If we want to truly follow Jesus and experience the fullness of His
Kingdom power, we need to be ready to confront the powers of darkness… victoriously!
Unfortunately, many Christians regularly deal with demonic torment and oppression. In
Discerning and Destroying the Works of Satan, Kathy DeGraw presents a powerful blueprint
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for victory in this easy-to-follow and relational approach to spiritual warfare. You will receive
freedom in Christ and then discover how to use your Kingdom authority to deliver others from
the bonds of darkness! You will discover how to: Operate prophetic discernment and recognize
key signs of demonic torment. Recognize manifestations of darkness such as generational
curses, offense, bitterness, woundedness, fear and unforgiveness. Identify groups of demons:
usually when one is cast out, it stirs other spirits harassing the individual. Maintain your
deliverance: learn how to walk in sustained freedom, rather than falling back into cycles of
bondage and torment. Protect your soul—the realm that demons specifically target. Lead
yourself and others to freedom through a powerful action-plan of deliverance. Watch every
area of your life—and the lives of others—be supernaturally transformed by the total freedom you
received in Christ!
This book enlightens readers to identify the activities of the enemy within and around
individuals and the Christian community. It discusses how to pull down satanic strongholds and
encourages readers to disassociate from supporting the agents of Satan. (Practical Life)
The time has come to put a final stop on the activities of Marine Spirits. In recent times Marine
Spirits has caused a lot of damages to the human race including Churches by influencing their
behavioral pattern. Marine Spirits conduct their operation inside waters and made the oceans,
rivers, seas, streams, and lakes their stronghold. However, it is extremely difficult to detect
Marine Spirits than any other Spirits including witchcraft spirit. Unlike Witchcraft spirits who are
aggressive and impatient in their operation, Marine Spirit is different, they are patient, well
mannered and cultured in their operation. Are you finding solutions to any or all of the
problems below but you find it difficult? Then this book is for you Uncontrollable sex
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Uncontrollable masturbation Watching of pornographic videos Chronic Anger in You Dead in
everything in a man's life, eg, dead brain, dead organs, dead spiritual life. The weakening of
pastors power to perform a miracle or cast out demons Inability to get married on time
Frequent divorce Bankruptcy Spirit wife Spirit husband Sex in the dream
The issue of spirit husband and spirit wife (spirit spouses, evil spiritual marriage) is one of the
greatest spiritual problems which has pervaded societies of the world. There are vicious sexual
spirits which molest and torment individuals. This book teaches you how to receive deliverance
from spirit spouses and other associated wicked powers.
"The God that answereth by Fire, let Him be God" Our God is a consuming fire. God is the only
true fire. This book gives you insights, plans, strategies, information and programmes on how
to receive deliverance from stubborn bondage. It teaches you how you can make the God that
answereth by fire fight for you and reverse negative situations. Thousands have been delivered
through listening to these messages. Victory is yours, in Jesus name.
Books on special areas of spiritual warfare and deliverance are rare. Much more scarce are
books on witchcraft operations. The fact that many people go through witchcraft attacks has
made books on the subject of witchcraft to be in high demand. This uncommon book offers, in
one breathe, deliverance prayers, secrets of power over witchcraft, help for those who are
going through witchcraft attacks and principles of staying free from attacks from the quarters of
witchcraft practitioners. It is a must read for those who seek complete victory over witchcraft.
This book is a primer; its purpose is to provide practical information and basic instruction for
those new to the field of deliverance, in order that they may be able to help others gain
freedom from their spiritual bondage. This book is not meant to be a complete work on the
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subject of deliverance; it is merely a beginning for the beginner. It is for those who have no
idea where or how to start.
Are you a man or a woman, young and old and you constantly experience the following types
of signs and symptoms, then you are facing serious attack by the powers of darkness. You
have to pray to destroy the powers of darkness and change your life forever.Do you constantly
experience memory loss? May be you are delivering a lecture in a seminar or addressing a
group of people, but suddenly, you could not remember some vital points, it could be an
indication of attack by the powers of darkness. They are determining to disgrace you anywhere
any day and they are happy doing that. Your disgrace, sorrow, bitterness, etc are their joy. The
900 Powerful prayers and Declarations for Deliverance, Breakthrough, success, promotion,
and release of your detained blessings in this book are designed to change your life forever.Do
you suddenly notice a change in your character?Do you notice a big change in your
behavior?Do you notice a big change in the way you think?Do you constantly feeling
drained?You can feel like there are two of you, the good side and the bad side and you feel the
bad side wants to take over in every situation.Do you Experience an icy cold feeling on any
part of your body which you will experience this coldness right through to your bones and does
not go away.Do you experience unusual cough?Do you Hear voices?Do you experience
frequent and recurrent nightmares?Do you have the feeling that you are being watched
constantly?Do you experience a loss of self confidence?Did you do everything humanly
possible to have breakthrough in life, but you never succeeded.Do you have a sudden illness
that eludes diagnosis and cannot be explained?Do you experience depression without an
apparent cause?Do you constantly experiencing bad luck?Do you always afraid or you
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constantly feel sorrowful?Then this book is for you.

There is really no such thing as an incurable disease,’unfortunately we live in a world
that is natural and do not accept anything else outside their knowledge. In this book by
the help of the Holy Spirit you are going to change your mindset around your healing
and Gods will about your condition. No matter what your Theology is about healing, I
beseech you to put all that aside. Nothing has worked for you in the past, you tried
them all, but nothing has succeeded to heal you. All I am asking you is to pay attention
to what is in this book and release your faith to God through the message provided and
the prayers and see what the Lord will do for you.
From the author that brought you From a Mess to a Miracle; Clean House, Strong
House; Give It Back; Prayers That Bring Change; and Selah Defeat the Unknown
Enemy in Your Home WHETHER YOU’VE INHERITED THEM, welcomed them,
befriended them, or paid homage to them, demonic spirits can become so familiar that
you don’t notice they’re there. They operate under cover in our everyday lives, giving
the enemy access points into our homes. The truth is, familiar spirits might be the
source of the problems you’ve been facing. Many of the reasons people go through
battles in their lives are connected to the dark side. You may never experience any
dramatic manifestations of the enemy’s influence, but subtle activity can be just as
damaging. These familiar spirits could eventually deter you from becoming all that God
wants you to be. Enough is enough. When it comes to the enemy, it’s time to stop
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hiding him out and start taking him out. Breaking the Power of Familiar Spirits shines
light on the evil influences that sneak in through a back door. Discover how the enemy
has taken up residence in your home and caused hindrances and havoc in your life.
Come against any mind-binding or mind-blinding spirits that try to control your thinking,
and defeat them through the power of God.
The power of deliverance is a book that unveils the secrets and the activities of the
kingdom of darkness to you and shows you how ones life is being hindered by
generational curses and familiar spirits. Many today are being bound by demonic forces
and their lives are being hindered by demonic spirits which have been operating in their
lives and in their families for generations. Many today are being bound by the spirit of
setbacks and limitation and nothing they do in life ever seems to prosper and their lives
does not exceed certain level. When somebody is bound by demonic spirits they will
continue to struggle in life without much success and their life will continue to be
miserable and depressed. In short it will surprise you to know that God has blessed you
with abundance of blessings but the demonic spirits have blinded your eyes not to see
them and they want you to labor in life without making anything meaningful out of your
life. Ignorance is a terrible disease and the bible declares that people are destroyed for
lack of knowledge. What you dont know can kill you and preclude you from receiving
from God. One of the greatest weapons of the demonic forces is ignorance, and as long
as people dont know then the powers of darkness will continue to control and
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manipulate their lives and stop them from enjoying the blessings of life. In fact
discovery leads to recovery and once you know the secrets of the devil and his forces,
your eyes will be opened to see things from a different dimension and your life begins
to receive the blessings of God. Many people today are being manipulated in their
sleep at night and demonic seeds are being sown into their lives to control them without
them knowing it. Indeed the demonic powers controls people lives through sexual
dreams and by giving them demonic food to eat in their sleep and when this is done,
then their lives begin to face many hindrances and setbacks. It is important to know that
all demonic attacks are carried out in ones sleep at night and when demonic seeds are
sown into ones body, then one becomes subject to demonic control. When evil seeds
have been sown in ones life, then ones mind becomes a toy in the hands of the forces
of darkness. So this book is written to open your eyes to the manipulations of the devil
over your life and show you the way to be free and receive your deliverance and
breakthroughs. You are about to take a spiritual journey that will profoundly change
your whole life for good and may the Lord richly bless you as you read this book, amen.
With the divorce rate of 53% in the US and an average of 20-35% in the Church at
large, we need to be alarmed and break this demon that is wrecking millions of families,
children’s lives and homes. The devil has released his best to destroy this godly
institution called marriage. He needs you and me to stand against him in prayer. That is
why I wrote this book. I am pleased to present to you this powerful prayer manual for
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married couples. I have never come across a spiritual warfare book that minister to the
prayer needs of the couples like this one. You are going to take your spouse along on
this journey. I know there are people reading this book whose marriages are well and
feel no need to pray, but I can assure if there is one area you cannot afford to rest; is in
this area of prayer in marriage. You being in a marriage relationship are a thread to the
kingdom of darkness....
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